
S-Class Cabriolet and Coupé





A passing glance. A beguiling thought. And the next moment youʼre 
caught up in a tide of emotion. Itʼs nice to know that those breathtaking 
encounters that enrich our lives still exist. Just take a look at the new 
S-Class Cabriolet – pure temptation.



Youʼre allowed to weaken here. As you gaze at the exclusive details. As you stroke 
the soft leather. And marvel at the superlative manufacturing quality. All of the 
instruments and displays have a top-class glazed finish. And the new Touch Control 
buttons react to your every movement as if they could read your mind.

When did you last give  
in to temptation?







An instinctive awareness of whatʼs right. No ifs, no buts. Just pure  
conviction. Thatʼs not only the feeling the S-Class Coupé evokes,  
but what its technology delivers too, with next-generation driving  
assistance systems that can analyse even more effectively and  
act even faster.

The strongest willpower  
doesnʼt stem from the mind.



Experience it all. With no regrets.
Get the best out of every journey, every day, every night. The S-Class 
Coupé is there to support you with the new ENERGIZING comfort  
control, an innovation that can help revitalise or relax the atmosphere  
on board, according to your preference. Recharge your batteries  
and sharpen your concentration.







Feeling the desire?



m FIND OUT MORE 

For details of Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive, go to  
www.mercedes-benz-intelligent-drive.com

The sense of safety is  
the greatest comfort.
Semi-automated driving on motorways, rural roads and 
even in town, autonomous braking when needed in  
critical situations and active assistance during evasive 
manoeuvres – these are just some of the functions  
of the Driving Assistance Package (optional), which  
sees Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive take the next  
step towards autonomous driving.

Highlights of the latest-generation Driving Assistance 
Package include Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC with 
route-based speed adaptation, for example on bends, and 
extended automatic restart in stop-and-go traffic, Active 
Speed Limit Assist with anticipatory speed reduction to 
comply with detected road signs and Active Brake Assist 
with cross-traffic function and congestion emergency 
braking function. The driver is comprehensively supported 
in virtually every traffic situation, making for a significantly 
more relaxed drive.



High-resolution. Indispensable.
The new connectivity services.
Behind the new high-resolution media display with its  
31.2 cm (12.3-inch) screen diagonal lies the fascinating 
world of digital networking. An especially noteworthy high-
light is the Mercedes me connect Concierge Service1. 
This provides personal telephone support when you are 
searching for interesting locations (POI), restaurants or 
hotels ‒ even outside the vehicle. Recommended desti-
nations are automatically transferred to the navigation  
system. Add-on navigation services also include functions 
such as online map updates. Thanks to SNAP (Internet 
Services for Native Application), online content such as 
currently available parking spaces or fuel prices can be  
integrated into the navigation map. 

The optional multifunction telephony (pictured below) 
enables mobile phones to be charged and connected  
via the vehicleʼs exterior LTE aerial – without the need for  
cables or a phone cradle. The charging space accepts 
mobile phones with a screen diagonal of up to 15.2 cm  
(6 inches).

1  Following activation of the Mercedes me connect services, the Concierge Service is free of charge 
for a year, after which it can be extended for a fee.



The new S-Class Coupé and the new S-Class Cabriolet deliver an astonishing new level of efficiency and feature impressive 
high-performance components from the world of motorsport. The powerful V6 biturbo engine in the S 450 4MATIC (Coupé) 
can now coast in the ECO drive program, saving fuel. The new V8 biturbo engine in the S 560 has a fascination of its own, 
thanks to the Mercedes-AMG high-performance components used. The “hot inside V”, as it is called, gives the car the same 
sort of turbocharging technology as is used in Formula 1. Both turbos are mounted inside the V of the cylinders. This allows 
compact dimensions, optimum response times and low exhaust gas emissions. An intelligent cylinder shutoff system (Coupé) 
helps to reduce fuel consumption. 

In Formula 1, and now in the S-Class too.  
The new engines.

Torque in Nm, engine speed in rpm, output in kW
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The curve inclination function enables the body of the vehicle to lean inwards by up to  
2.65 degrees on bends. This significantly reduces the perceived lateral forces while  
increasing subjective driving pleasure, particularly on rural roads. With fingertip control 
of DYNAMIC SELECT, the driver can choose between comfortable, sporty, efficient or  
individually defined driving characteristics. Parameters such as the engine, transmission, 
steering or ESP® characteristics are adjusted according to the selected drive program.

Oriented towards dynamic handling, this suspension system adjusts to surface undulations 
before the vehicle drives over them. To achieve this, MAGIC BODY CONTROL1 combines 
the active springs of the suspension with continuously adjustable dampers and the 
ROAD SURFACE SCAN function. With the aid of a stereo camera, the surface of the carriage-
way ahead is scanned precisely to allow the damping to be adjusted in advance and the 
load on the wheel to be increased or reduced by means of the active hydraulic system. 

The magical synthesis of comfort and dynamism:
MAGIC BODY CONTROL with curve inclination function.

1 Optional for S 560 Coupé and standard for Mercedes-AMG S 65 Coupé.



performance and well-being during the journey. Three programs each focus on refreshing 
climate control with strong air flow, stimulating music or training videos that animate the 
viewer to join in. Three further programs are specifically designed to relax the driver – in 
conjunction with further optional equipment, the armrests and steering wheel are heated 
or ENERGIZING massage functions with a pleasant warmth are used.

Ambient lighting showcases the interior like a work of art. On request, its 64 colours and 
ten colour schemes emphasise the hi-tech setting and lend structure to the interior. A  
dynamic mode even features changing colours which can reflect the temperature settings. 
In conjunction with the optional ENERGIZING comfort control, the ambient lighting is 
networked with other comfort systems to create precisely defined programs to increase 

De-stressing and revitalising:  
the new ENERGIZING comfort control.



27 amplifier channels with a total system output of 1560 watt (Cabriolet: 1520 watt and 25 amplifier channels) 
and technologies exclusively developed for the vehicle produce the uniquely expressive, three-dimensional and 
fascinating Burmester® “feel-good sound”. The VIP setting allows the sound to be adjusted separately for the driver, 
the front passenger and the left and right rear passengers. To suit personal tastes, individual tone settings can be 
made with the sound presets “Pure”, “Easy Listening”, “Live” and “Surround”. In the Coupé 3D surround sound 
ensures that the occupants are able to enjoy mono, stereo and 5.1 music signals three-dimensionally on board. 

Sounds so good, you could charge admission:  
the optional Burmester® high-end surround sound systems.

In the S-Class Cabriolet there are no speakers in the overhead control panel.

Mid-range speaker

Tweeter

Frontbass speaker

Bass box with subwoofer and integral amplifier

Woofer

AmplifierFull-range speaker



The standard equipment. The optional equipment.
Thanks to the charismatic design of the standard-specification vehicle, the new S-Class 
Coupé and the new S-Class Cabriolet are captivating inside and out. The exterior boasts 
a striking and sporty front end with black diamond radiator grille, innovative OLED rear 
lamps and a large panoramic roof (Coupé). In the interior the vehicleʼs high-class appeal is 
underlined by the use of top-quality materials such as leather upholstery with contrasting 
topstitching, as well as by a new multifunction sports steering wheel and the Widescreen 
Cockpit.

The literal highlight when it comes to equipment options is the LED Intelligent Light 
System with Swarovski crystals with its remarkable day and night design. The fascinating 
play of light produced by the Swarovski crystals in the turn signal indicators and daytime 
running lights creates distinctive visual highlights. As an example of the outstanding level 
of comfort on offer, AIRSCARF neck-level heating is available for the driver and front  
passenger. Air outlets in the head restraints wrap the driver and front passengerʼs necks 
in warm air, rather like an invisible scarf. 



The AMG Line. The AMG Line Plus.
Powerful AMG bodystyling, the diamond radiator grille with chrome pins and distinctive 
48.3 cm (19-inch) or 50.8 cm (20-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels ensure a dynamic look 
from every angle. The perforated brake discs front and rear accentuate this impression 
even further. High-gloss black poplar wood trim elements, the AMG sports pedals and 
AMG floor mats lend a sporty touch to the interior too.

Building on the features of the AMG Line, this equipment line offers extra dynamism and 
exclusivity. The additional equipment highlights include 50.8 cm (20-inch) multi-spoke AMG 
light-alloy wheels with a black and high-sheen finish, AMG sports seats with optimised 
lateral support and the AMG Performance steering wheel in nappa leather.
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Upholstery and trim elements.

1  Optional equipment. 2 Standard for Mercedes-AMG S 65, optional for Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+. 
3 Standard for Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+.

Nappa leatherLeather designo Exclusive nappa leather

Upholstery

201
205
801
805
961
965
974
975
977
978
985

black/black
porcelain/espresso brown
black/black1

porcelain/espresso brown1

black/black1

porcelain/espresso brown1

saddle brown/black1

porcelain/deep-sea blue1

bengal red/black1

crystal grey/black1

porcelain/titian red1

Upholstery for AMG Line Plus

545
551
555
557
558
574
575
851
855

porcelain/titian red1 
black/black1

porcelain/espresso brown1

bengal red/black1 
crystal grey/black1

saddle brown/black1

porcelain/deep-sea blue1

black/black1

porcelain/espresso brown1

Upholstery for Mercedes-AMG models

561
565
567
568
584
585
595
851
855

black/black2

porcelain/espresso brown2

bengal red/black2

crystal grey/black2

saddle brown/black2

porcelain/deep-sea blue2

porcelain/titian red2

black/black3

porcelain/espresso brown3

Trim elements

H29
729
H30
H21
H16

H26

H10

high-gloss brown burr walnut wood trim
high-gloss black poplar wood trim1

satin-finish grey ash wood trim1

designo black piano lacquer1

designo black flowing lines  
piano lacquer1

designo brown flowing lines  
magnolia wood1

AMG carbon fibre/black  
piano lacquer1
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AMG Line Plus
designo Exclusive nappa leather Trim elementsAMG nappa leatherAMG Line Plus nappa leather AMG designo Exclusive nappa leather
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1  Optional equipment for S 450 4MATIC Coupé. 2 Optional equipment.  
For other individual designo paints, contact your Mercedes Benz dealer.

Paintwork  
and soft tops.

Non-metallic paint Metallic paints1 designo paint2

Non-metallic paint

040 black

Metallic paints1 

183
197
775
890
897
988
989
992
998

magnetite black
obsidian black
iridium silver
cavansite blue
ruby black
diamond silver
emerald green
selenite grey
anthracite blue

designo paint2

799 designo diamond white bright

designo manufaktur paints2

033
044
049

designo mocha black metallic
designo allanite grey magno
designo cashmere white magno

Soft top colours

740
744
745
746

black
dark blue
beige
dark red

Soft top colours

designo manufaktur paints2



Technical data.

Cabriolet

S 560 Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ Mercedes-AMG S 65

No. of cylinders/arrangement V/8 V/8 V/12

Total displacement in cc 3982  3982  5980

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at rpm 345 (469)/5250–5500 450 (612)/5500–6000 463 (630)/4800–5400 

Rated torque1 in Nm at rpm 700/2000–4000 900/2750–4500 1000/2300–4300 

Transmission 9G-TRONIC AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT
9-speed sports transmission

AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS
7G-TRONIC

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in s 4.6 3.5 4.1

Top speed, approx. in km/h 2502 2502, 3003 2502, 3003

Fuel consumption4 in l/100 km

urban/extra-urban/combined 12.7–12.5/6.8–6.5/9.0–8.7 13.6/8.0/10.1 17.1/8.9/12.0

CO2 emissions4 in g/km, combined 204–199 229 272

Emission class5/efficiency class6 Euro 6/C Euro 6/D Euro 6/F

Coupé

S 450 4MATIC S 560 S 560 4MATIC Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ Mercedes-AMG S 65

No. of cylinders/arrangement V/6 V/8 V/8 V/8 V/12

Total displacement in cc 2996 3982  3982  3982  5980

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at rpm 270 (367)/5500–6000 345 (469)/5250–5500 345 (469)/5250–5500 450 (612)/5500–6000 463 (630)/4800–5400 

Rated torque1 in Nm at rpm 500/1600–4000 700/2000–4000 700/2000–4000 900/2750–4500 1000/2300–4300 

Transmission 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT
9-speed sports transmission

AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS
7G-TRONIC

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in s 5.5 4.6 4.6 3.5 4.1

Top speed, approx. in km/h 2502 2502 2502 2502, 3003 2502, 3003

Fuel consumption4 in l/100 km

urban/extra-urban/combined 12.6–12.3/7.2–7.0/9.2–8.9 11.2–11.0/6.6–6.3/8.3–8.0 12.0–11.8/7.2–6.9/9.0–8.7 12.0/7.7/9.3 17.1/8.6/11.9

CO2 emissions4 in g/km, combined 208–204 188–183 202–197 211 279

Emission class5/efficiency class6 Euro 6/D Euro 6/C Euro 6/C Euro 6/D Euro 6/G

1  Figures for rated output and rated torque in accordance with currently applicable version of Regulation (EC) No. 595/2009. 2 Electronically limited. 3 AMG Driver’s Package (optional). 4 The figures shown are the “measured NEDC CO2 values” in terms of Article 2 No. 2 of Commission Implementing 
Regulation (EU) 2017/1153, determined in accordance with Annex XII to Regulation (EC) No. 692/2008. As a result of statutory changes to the relevant testing method, the vehicle’s Certificate of Conformity, which determines vehicle approval and, where applicable, vehicle tax, may show higher values.  
The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. Figures will vary depending on the wheels/tyres. 5 Data applicable within the European Union only. May vary from 
country to country. 6 Calculated on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into account the mass of the vehicle. Valid for Germany only. Further technical data can be found at www.mercedes-benz.com



Please note: changes may have been made to the product since this brochure went to press (04.07.2017). The  
manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and specification during the delivery period, 
provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect  
to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject  
of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional 
equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, 
owing to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure is distributed internationally. It provides a general  
indication of the range of models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services available in various countries. Some 
of the models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services shown may not be available in your country or may 
only be available in a different specification. For current and more specific information in relation to the range of models,  
features, optional extras, colours and/or services available in your country, and their pricing, you should contact your 
nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car Dealer.
www.mercedes-benz.com

Take-back of end-of-life vehicles. At the end of its long life, you can return your S-Class Coupé or Cabriolet to us for 
environment-friendly disposal in accordance with the European Union (EU) End-Of-Life Vehicles Directive. But that day 
lies a long way off. 

A network of vehicle take-back depots and dismantlers has been established to make it as easy as possible for you to 
return your vehicle. You can leave it at any of these points free of charge and, by doing so, make an important contribution 
to completing the recycling process and conserving resources. 

For further information about the recycling and disposal of end-of-life vehicles, and the take-back conditions, please visit 
the national Mercedes-Benz website.

Mercedes-Benz is one of the founding partners of the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”.
Since the foundation was established in 2000, Mercedes-Benz has been supporting and promoting the aims and 
values of this worldwide non-profit-making programme: to use social sports projects to improve the lives of children 
and young people who are disadvantaged or suffering from illness. Laureus has become a fundamental element  
of Mercedes-Benz’s social responsibility. Every new Mercedes is an ambassador embodying these values. In buying  
a Mercedes you are supporting the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”.

Daimler AG, Mercedesstr. 137, 70327 Stuttgart, dialog@daimler.com, 6701 · 0932 · 02-00/1017


